Organisation

The EUROCK06 conference is organised by the national ISRM Group of Belgium, in collaboration with
- the IAEG Belgian group
- the University of Liège
and with the help from the national ISRM Group of France

Venue and Host City

The University of Liège (Belgium)

The City of Liège is located right in the heart of Europe, some 100 km east of Brussels, and easily reachable by HS train from France, Germany, the Netherlands, UK, ...

Liège region has a long tradition of rock mechanics in relation with industry, mines and infrastructure works.

Language

The official language of the Conference is English.

Information

http://www.eurock06.org

Liège (Belgium), May 9 – 12 2006
Announcement

The national ISRM group of Belgium proudly announces the European Regional EUROCK06 Conference to be held at the University of Liège, Belgium from May 9 till 12 2006.

Topic

The overall topic of this conference is:

*Multiphysics coupling and long term behaviour in rock mechanics*

Special emphasis is put on the constitutive behaviour of rock material, for example: rock mechanics and partial saturation, chemo-mechanics, thermo-hydro-mechanics, weathering, creep, … Papers on theoretical concepts, on laboratory and field experiments, and on numerical simulations, or preferably on a combination of two or more different approaches are welcomed.

The proposed topic has practical applications in the following areas:

- Oil engineering application: EOR – Enhanced Oil Recovery, CO₂ injection, well stability, …
- Underground Waste Storage
- Post-mine behaviour
- Long term behaviour of railway, road infrastructure and dams foundations (slope stability, deep trenches, tunnels …)

Important Dates

- September 1 2005: Submission of abstracts
- October 15 2005: Notification of selection
- December 15 2005: Submission of final manuscript. All submissions will be reviewed.
- January 2006: 2nd Bulletin with programme & registration
- May 9 – 11 2006: EUROCK06 Conference
- May 12 2006: visit to a tunnel project in clay (to be confirmed)

Contact

Chairman : Alain Van Cotthem
Secretariat EUROCK06
c/o Prof. Robert Charlier
Institut de Génie Civil,
University of Liège
Chemin des Chevreuils 1,
Bat. B 52/3
B-4000 Liège / Belgium
Tel. +32 4 366 37 99
Fax: +32 4 366 95 20
info@eurock06.org
http://www.eurock06.org

Either mail or fax to:  +32  4  366 95 20
or fill the on-line form on the web site

Yes, I am interested in … [please tick ✔]

☐ … attending EUROCK06 Conference
☐ … participating in an excursion on 12 May 2006
☐ … receiving the 2nd Bulletin
☐ Hereby I wish to submit a paper entitled:

..............................................................................  ..............................................................................

Attention: Please attach a summary of about 200 words.

Name: ...................................................................
First name / title: ...........................................................
Company / Affiliation ......................................................
Address: ...................................................................
...................................................................
...................................................................
...................................................................
Telephone: ...................................................................
Fax: ...................................................................
E-mail: ...................................................................

1st Bull. & Call for Papers